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Nature books about sharks can spark a child's imagination in a plethora of great ways. First, the

pictures of the sharks found in the book can generate questions in the child's mind regarding the

animal's natural habitat and how the world of the sea contrasts with the world of land. Second, the

pictures of the shark can cause the child to start conversations with his or her parent regarding the

creature's lifestyle and personal preferences. Finally, children may observe pictures of sharks found

in nature books and subsequently want to draw their own.
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***Received in Exchange of Honest Review***My wife is an elementary school teacher and I got this

book for her to use in class.I read this book and must admit it is well done.Pros:1) There are lots of

good pictures of sharks, with some I never heard of.2) There are a lot of facts on sharks and it is

quite an engaging book.3) I got the kindle version so we can read it anywhere without lugging the

book around. I tested it out and it works great on the kindle, phone and pc.Overall: If you have

young kids who like sharks or you like sharks as an adult, I would recommend this book.My wife will



be using it on the projector to show the class. Great job Speedy Publishing

This book consists of a great collection of shark-related facts interspersed with illustrations. Most of

the illustrations are captioned with that shark's name. I really enjoyed reading this book, because

much of the shark trivia was very useful and intriguing. And some of the facts weren't even about a

particular type of shark, but instead was indirectly related to sharks. I found several of these more

'indirect' facts to be extremely interesting, and I'm thankful to now be in possession of this

information.I recommend this book for parents to give their kids. It's easy to read, illustrated, and

inspirational. If you want your kids to become interested in nature and biology, this book is a good

place to look. Sharks are an ancient group of animals... older than the dinosaurs. They have a lot to

offer the scientists who are lucky enough to study them. And, as I stated earlier, a few of the facts in

this book are related to sharks in an indirect way. What that means is that this book could potentially

inspire an interest in archaeology, medicine, or some other loosely-related subject.I received this

book for free as part of an  voucher program.

This book is great for young shark lovers. My son loves fish and sharks. He always enjoys going to

see them at aquariums and such. This book has photographs of bunches of different kinds of

sharks. These photos are nice. Each picture is labeled with the shark's name. There are a bunch of

facts that say "Did you know?" and then give a tid bit of information. Some of the facts are about

specific sharks and others are about sharks in general. I love the variety of facts this book gives. My

son really enjoys all the pictures and is trying to learn the names of all the sharks shown without

reading them. Even I learned some stuff about sharks from this book. My son enjoys reading it and

comes to tell me facts when he learns things he thinks are especially interesting.I bought this book

at its regular price for my son to read.

My shark obsessed son liked scrolling through the pictures and reading most of the captions. It

definitely did not keep his interest all the way through the 52 pages of this e-book though. From the

cool title, I thought it was going to be an A-Z encyclopedia book all about sharks. It's about 20 pages

of pictures mixed in with occasional captions about sharks. I was very disappointed but since my

son liked the pictures for about half the book I'll give it some credit.Full disclosure: I received this

product at a reduced price in exchange for an HONEST review. I take reviewing seriously (as I rely

heavily on reviews when I purchase products too!) I will only give 100% truthful feedback. I NEVER

receive a product in exchange for giving a favorable review. I invite you to check out my other



reviews if you wish!

I ordered this Kindle book with my great nephew in mind. He is what he calls

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“half-six,ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• which means that he will be six in about a month. He

loves this type of informational book and the pictures really spark his imagination. He loves to look

at the pictures and draw the different type sharks and come up with his own version. Thing is, since

he loves both sharks and learning about them so much, he will remember all this information much

better than I. He is one who loves facts and to quote them and heÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s very good at it.

This is an excellent book with many very nice, well-done pictures of different types of sharks. There

are many I do not remember hearing of as well as a lot of interesting information. We were

especially impressed with the teeth information. This is a perfect book for your little shark lovers!

I read this with the kindle app on my windows 10 computer. I did not experience any issues at all

with the picture or words coming across clear.As far as the read it was a cute informative book with

great pictures that kept my 6 year old and I entertained. The author did a good job with the layout

and I really enjoyed it! I'm currently homeschooling my son and we love to grab ebooks to add to

our lesson plans! We found that this one was helpful!I received this free in exchange for an honest

unbiased review. All opinions are 100% my own.
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